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BUT KNO WI NG WH IC H STITC H ES TO USE WH ERE CAN POSE A CHALLENG E, especially if you're going 

fo r a certain effect, like wispy tendrils of a plant (there's a sti tch for that), or shimmering water (there's a stitch 
fo r that. too). Simply learni ng new stitches and increasing your stitch vocabulary will give you more to say. And 
chances are you'll know when to say it. 

I've tried 10 make my diagrams as simple for you to decipher as possible-just be sure you are actually 
working with your floss and needle in hand to gh'e them a try. And be patient with yourself. I'm speaking from 
experience, as I taugh t myself each of these stitches (from books that had diagrams 1 sometimes stared at for 
hours before I could understand them). I made many errors and had to work some stitches over and over again 
until-CLlCK!-1 got it. And then, it's smooth sailing. So, get yourself a piece of play doth (traditionally called a 
~doodle~ cloth) to practice your stitches. and don't expect perfection with your first attempts-unless, of course, 
it happens! 

This is how you read the diagrams: 1 indicates where your needle first comes up through the fabri c from 
l>ehind the hoop (also called exiting) , 2. is where is goes down again (also called entering) , and so on. This is the 
same for diagra ms showing either technique of Slabbing or sewing. I also like to take th ings a bit further 
than 1-2-3 . Sometimes [ need more than a running start to know how to keep working a stitch, so with some 
of these diagrams I've completed the steps through to more than one repetition. Wherever you see numbers 
like 4-8-12 pointing to a single entry/exit point, no, this is not the combination to unlocking the diagram's 
mystery; it means that by step 8 you will be back at the same point as step 4 and you'U be back again for step 
12 (same hole). You only have to fo llow the numbers. 

TIle flrst diagrams are some of the simplest and most basic stitches, which make a great introduction to 
the sewing technique. Some stitches (like the good oJ' French knot) can be worked only in a singular fashio n. 
But for those stitches where you have a choice, I'll try to demonstrate both. First learning to work some basic 
sti tches in both techniques (stabbing and sewing) will be good (and easy) practice for understanding the many 
variations that follow. I' ll hold your hand through the more confusing ones. But I'm betti ng if you take the time 
to learn the sim ple ones you'll "get it- when it comes time to sew the more complicated ones. 

Let's say you want to become a serious student of the stitch. You want to know definitively how a stitch is 
supposed to be, what it's called, what type it is, and precisely which stitch goes fi rst and which comes next. ... 
Hoo boy. Sit down. One of the fascinating things about embroidery is the diverse ways in which it is taught 
and carried out all over the world. One thing [ know is that not all stitches fit nicely into "types~ and their 
types might also desc.ribe their use. Some stitches themselves spawn so many variations that they become 
a type of stitch on their own (hello, chai n stitch). Poring over piles of stitching encyclopedias in search of 
definitive examples ca n quickly become mind-boggling. and cross-referencing them as authoritative sources 
will produce some differing opinions. That's why I don' t claim to be any sort of authority. [ am merely sharing 
what I have learned from teachers, friends. piles of books. and my personal experience and experimentation, 
hoping to establish some consistency and creativity side by side. 



Oh. and word to the wise: I don't recommend you read the 
instructions for working stitches without having a needle and 
thread all ready to go on your practice cloth. Seemingly complicated 
explanations will be oh·so·much easier to understand if you work 
through the steps while you read them. I'm also going to go over 
the sewing technique for three very basic stitches: split, stem, and 
back. If you've never worked the sewing technique before, I want to 
encourage you to give it a try. While the stabbing technique will give 
you more accurate, controlled stitches, the sewing technique might 
feel better to you (and it will help you understand diagrams you find 
elsewhere that use it). Enough oflhat? Let's learn some stitches. 

Wish You 
Were J-fere 

IT'S DiffiCULT enough learnmg 
embroidery stitches from a book
imagine trying 10 wrlle about theml 

That's my challenge. As mUCh as I 
wish I could be right there to just 
show you in person, my best efforts 
will have to be with illustrations and 
text. II's important to follow the text for 
each s~tch while studymg the diagram 
(with hoop and threaded needle in 
hand) and reading the accompanying 
text at the same time. If you fmd 
yourself hopelessly confused (I hope 
not!), reach out and find a stitcher 
who would be happy to help you with 
that troublesome shtch in person. 
Also, be sure to look a\ the Resources, 
page 150, whefe I've included some of 
my favorite bOOks on embroidery as 
sources for more diagrams (but don't 

be surprised If you find dlffenng 
opinions among books on how a stitch 
is ·supposed" to be done). I Wish I 
could be there! 

" 
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~ SPLIT sTIle H 
TYPE: Lim 
USED FOR: OUflining.jilling 

TH E SPLIT STITCH GETS NO RESPECT. and is often stuck in the back of 
embroidery books as an afterthought instead of up front and center as a simple, 
useful. and lovely stitch (can you tell it's my favorite?). It's the first stitch I was 
taught, and is still what [ use all the time for simple outli ning. 

I. SPLIT STITCH: STARSING TECHNIQUE 

Make a single but very short straight stitch, about the length of a grain of rice. 
When you bring your needle back up through the fabric to make your next stitch, 
push your needle up through the center of the previous stitch, splitting the 
threads (3), and repeat, splitting each stitch you just made with the next one, See? 
Keep going. If you learn nothing but this one stitch, you can embroider blissfully 
for the rest of your life. Sometimes your floss wi!! split nicely and evenly. making 
stitches that look like tiny chain sti tches. 11te split stitch will work with six·strand 
floss but not perl cotton or other non-divisible threads (stem stitch will work 
better for that) . 

2. SPLIT STITCH-SEWING TECHNIQUE 

Start from behind your hoop, pulling your floss all the way up. Before re·entering 
the fabric to make your first stitch, hold a bit of floss in place with your thumb. 
making a loose-ended starting stitch, and re-enter the fabric with the needle 
through the center of the floss you are holding (Step I). See? You'll be coming 
down from the top to split the stitch (la-the diagram shows the stitches already 
in progress), instead of up from behind your fabric. But hold on! Before pulling 
the needle all the way back down , direct the tip of the needle to exit the fabric a 
space ahead of where the floss has exi ted (2). This is when you'll want to use 
your fmgers behind the fabric to push it up a bit to allow the needle to more easily 
pass. Now you can pull all the way through. The result will be a gap left with 
each pull of your needle that will be closed with each consecutive stitch. Repeat 
by returning your needle at 3. Try it this way, and see how it feels to you. 
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~ STEM STITCH 
TYPE, Lil1e 
USED f OR, Outlining, ~p«ially CUIV}' lines 

MANY OLD-FASH ION ED LINENS are embroidered entirely in the stem stitch_ 
You may have to look very closely to even see it, espedally when it's worked in fine 
thread. The stem stitch is delicate and useful for outlining. It's worked similarly to 
the split stitch, only you don't split the thread. 11lis method is called a stem stitch 
because it looks pretty when following a curvy line or when it's used to outline 
stems and leaves, This stitch works well for non-divisible threads. 

L STEM STITCH: STAB BING TEC~INIQUE 

The needle will push through the fabric next to the floss of the previous stitch, 
slightly behind the end of the stitch (3). instead of spl itting it. 11link of making 
somewhat diagonal stitches along the pattern line. And keep your exit point on 
the same side of each foltowing slitch for consistency. 

2. STEM STITCH: SEWING TECHNIQUE 

This works just the same way as the sewing technique for the split stitch. 
except that when you bring your needle back down. you'll enter the fabric at 
the side or the stitch. Continue along an imaginary line to practice. and don 't 
worry about making perfect stitches yet. 

HAVE YDU NOTICED that for all of these basic outlining slltches the entry and e~lt points are 
reversed depending on whICh techniQue you are usmg? (01 course you dl(l, you're smart) But Just 
to recap: Work a split stitch by stabbing. and you'lI spl it your st itch when exiting the fabric. Work 
a split stitch by sewing, and you'll spilt your stitch when entering the fabrIC. Follow me there? 

SJ 
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~ BACKSTITCH 
TYPE: Lint. 
USED FOR: Outlining, w:ry siraight lines or 10 nsolve a light cornu 

THI S IS JUST A WAY OF MAKING END-TO-END STITCHES to create a very 
neal and dean line. But it's called a backstitch for a reason. You will actually take 
each stitch bacK 10 the end of the one you just made. Look at the diagrams to see 
what I mean. 

I. BACKSTITCH: STABBING TECH N IQUE 

Your needle will be moving in the opposite direction of your line with each 
stitch. Wha'? Why do this? So your stitches run together without any dashes of 
fabric between each stitch. creating a truly straight line of end-to-end stitches. 
You'll discover that if you try to make some stitches too dose together. the floss 
will pop th rough the previous opening your needle just made, or look a little 
awkward with only a few fibers from the weave separating one from the other. 
For this reason, the backstitch is a good technique when you get into tight areas 
of your pattern and want a neat, crisp corner. You'll also see the term backstitch 
come up casually in all sorts of other instructional lingo. such as ~ Just take a 
backstitch: Now you know what that means. 

2. BACKSTITCH: SEW I NG TECHNIQUE 

Arc you getting the hang of this by now? Once again. this is worked just like the 
others with the exception of where you re·enter the fabric. Bring your needle 
back down into the same hole where your thread has exited, and simultaneously 
exit the fabric with the tip of your needle, a stitch's length ahead. Now pull on 
through and repeat. 
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~ HIDDEN STITCH {A. K.A. RUNN I NG } 
TYPE: Line 
USED FOR: A dashed line effict, simple hordus 

THIS I S T H E GOOD OL' DASHED-LI NE STITCH. It works particularly well by 
itself along the edge of fabric. Nothing says ~handmade" like a hidden sti tch along 
the hem of skirt. 

Just run your needle through several folds of fab ric at once to work quickly, 
or simply lea\'e a space between straight stitches as you make them. Pay attention 
to the amount of space between each stitch if you want your stitches to be even, 
or just go at it and surprise yourself with the results. Th is is a stitch for which 
the sewing techn ique is quick 'n' dirty-but usually with uneven results. If you 
accordion your fabric very carefully, that will dictate more evenly spaced stitches. 
Otherwise, if you want perfectly spaced stitches, use the stabbing technique 
along a guideline. 

LET'S GUSSY THIS UP A BIT. Here's a neat effect you can eaSily add to any of your stitches. After 
working a hidden st itch, take another color of floss (or the same color) and simply pass your 

needle along the surface of the fabriC, never piercing it, up and down among the stItches 
you've made. like follOWing an obstacle course in stitches. GOI Gal ThiS IS called "threading," 

and can be applied to many other stitches. Another similar techniQue is ·whlpplng." Akin to 
couching (where you st itch floss around an already worked line of stitches), you'll wrap the 

already worked stitches around and around, over and under (instead of only underneath the 

stItches like threading) but never entering the fabriC. U's not only applied to hidden stitches· 
you can whip and thread Just about any worked stitch you wantl 

ThrrlJdillg Whipping 

55 
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~ BRICK 
TYPE: Line 

USED FOR: Widu lines, filling. borders 

OKAY, I KNOW you've been very patiently going through these basic stitches. 
and now this one looks like just a bunch of plain ai' straight stitches lined up like 
bricks. Well. okay. They arc. But hold up! A si mple variation on this slitch will 
work wonders. First, let's get these bricks laid down. 

Work a row ofbackslitches first, and then create a second and then third row, 
staggering your slitches to begin and end in the center or the sti tch above or below. 
Easy enough! Now see what you can do by just loosening this stitch up a bit: 

RI PPLE 

Jfyou open up your stitches, and work them in a wavy line, it makes a Ilice 

set of stitches that look like rippling water, or blowing breezes (see the 
Mahjong transfer pattern). Evenly lined-up stitches isn't really our goal here. 
Just keep them staggered and following one another. You can work this like 
a hidden stitch , one line at a time. or. when working the transfer pattern in 
the book. use the sewing technique. On your own. you can also simply draw 
a Single cutvy line on your fabric and stitch along that line with the sewing 
technique. producing two lines at once (see diagram at left). If you just read 
that and got confused. get back to your practice cloth and try it! You'll see 
how it works. I promise. 

ZIPPER 

For the countless times you've been stumped for depicting a zi pper in 
embroidery (every day. right?), I offer this easy solution: Open. vertical brick 
stitches should do the trick. Looks just like a zipper. no? It can be so simple to 
take some basic stitches. and with just a slight variation. use them for many 
creati\'e possibilities. Ah, inspiration. 
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~ CROSS-STITCH 
TYPE: Crossed (what tlse?) 
USED FOR: Borders, complete designs (counted cross-stictch), powdering, accents 

HOW'D THIS STITCH GET IN HERE? Well. iI's an embroidery stitch. just like 

any other. one that can be used by itself or in a row according to a guideline. Counted 
cross-stitch is worked on fabric with an open- or even-weave that provides a grid to 
keep the X's neal and in their little boxes. But we're wild, go-where-we-like stitchers! 
So why do we want to learn the stuffy cross-stitch? Because you can use it however 
you like (it doesn't always have to be counted ya know), and it's the foundation for 
other stitches to come. 

I. CROSS-STITCH: STABBING TECHNIQUE 

There's really not much to explain. Just make yourself an X. If you want to make 
a row, guidelines will be your friend. You' ll notice they start 01T as single lines 
before becoming X's. That's because when you work a row of cross-stitches in 
free embroidery this way, you don't have to make the X's all at once. You can 
first work a row of diagonal stitches (r - 2, 3- 4), exiting across from where you 
last entered the fabric. Then you come back the other way, doing the same in 
the opposite direction, (I like to begin working from right to left and make my 
second pass moving left to right, but you can start in whatever direction feels 
most na tural to you.) Why do this? It 's faster, and keeps the top stitches going 
in the same dire<:tion, which lends unifonnity to your cute cross-stitches. Many 
experienced needleworkers aim for this kind of uniformity in their cross
stitches. What is it about these X's that demands such rank-and-Hle order? 

2. CROSS-STITCH: SEWING TECHNIQUE 

Even with the sewing Ie<:hnique, you'll be first creating a row of diagonal stitches 
that you'll go back and complete with a second pass coming from the other 
direction (time for a different color thread, anyone?). However, this type of sewing 
diagram always confused me, because [ couldn't understand how the full X's were 
being made. That's because most books don't show or explain, for slow folks like 
me, that they're only showing the second swipe at crossing those X's. So, here are 
two diagrams showing you how it's done with the sewing te<:hnique in one pass, 
and then a second pass. Now [ get it! 
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Figurt I: Ermim: 

Figu~ J: Smymtl 

~ TWINKLE 
TYPE: Crossed or combinotion 
USED FOR: Powm:ring, acanting 

I LOVE ACCENTING MY WORK with six.point stars. Can you believe there's not 

an official term for making these cute doodads? It's similar to both the smyrno 
and ermine stitches, but it's not quite the same (see figures I and 1 below to 
compare), It's a little more hip, with retro flair. There is a simple way to make 
this star that I like to call a lwinkle slitch. Simply make an X and then take a 

longer vertical stitch down through the center, where the stitches intersect. Bravo! 
A star is born. This style of stitch may snag if the top vertical sti tch is longer than, 
say, l/~ inch. To avoid this you can take a tiny stitch in the center to secu re it, or 
work in as a collection of straight stitches: Work your stitches from the outside 

in. always entering the fabric toward the center of the star (1-2.) and exiting at the 
sta r's next point (3) in a clockwise (or counterclockwise. if you prefer) fashion. Try 
the extra stitch so you can see the different results and discover which you like best. 

(Psst-I like this one the best!). 

ERMINE & SMYRNA 
Let's compare stitches! As I said earlier, show me three books on embroidery 
and I'll show you three different instructions telling you how a stitch should 
be worked. Some books stick to very tight definitions and certain traditions 

that dictate precisely how long and short stitches appear in relation to one 
another, which therefore define the stitch. Zzzzzz. Have r lost you already? 
Well, while I love to buck tradition , I certainly don't mean any disrespect. So 
here are a couple of stitches that show just what these distinctions can mean. 
Look at figures I and 2.. One is an e rmine stitch and one is a smyrna stitch. 
The ermine stitch looks a lot like the twinkle stitch, but one of these things 
is not like the other .... An ermine stitch is worked with the top stitch being 
the longest. to mimic an ermine tail, or motif. You know. the kind of design 
you'd see on a royal crest ~ook up ~ermine pattern· online to see what I mean). 

The smyrna is another one I've found with varying rules. A more traditional 
smyrna seems to limit itself to a box shape, not allowing any of the extending 
stitches to be longer than the others. Got it? Okay, enough of the restrictions! 
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l FERN STITCH 
TYPE: Combination (three straight stitches) 
USED FOR: Backgrounds, bordm,fcmcy oullining. pianl shapt:S 

THIS IS ONE OF MY FAVORITE STITCHES, which you can probably tell by 

loolcing at the projects in the book. It's a beautiful stitch that is fast and easy to 
work. You can play around with the fern stitch for spectacular, decorative effect. 
varying the shape of the line and the length of the stitches. ntis stitch was also a 
favorite of crazy quilters. It stitches up fast, and covers a lot of ground quidcJy. 

There really is no one way to work this stitch. So, out of the half dozen ways 
(no kidding) I found this stitch worked from dirrerent sources I'm going to 
give you three versions: the basic method, my downward style, and a cheater's 
version that works faster and looks just like the real thing. who knew such a 
simple little stitch could be so much trouble? Geez! We just want some fern 
stitches around here! 

Basically, a fern stitch is three straight stitches that all converge at the same 
base point, worked along a central guideline. Notice that to start at the next point 
(marked Xl you'll need to jump a space ahead because your needle can't exit the 
same entry point last taken. which also means that this stitch can be worked 
numerous alternate ways. This stitch is most often worked downward along a 
vertical line with all the stitches meeting at the base, like a sinuous plant vining 
up to the sky. This stitch also works beautifully for the center offeathers and 
leaves. When worked along lines fanning outward from a central point, you have 
yourself a perfect peacock's tail. Very pretty. 

DOWNWARD FERN 

More often, I prefer to work a fern stitch with the converging stitches meeting 
at the top, fanning down, creating a willowy-looking tendril. Clusters of these 
make wonderful backgrounds of organic shapes and foliage , especially when 
they cross over and intersect one another. While working downward on a 
vertical line, the converging stitches will meet at the lOp of each trio, instead of 
the bottom_ Again, this diagram shows the sequence my stitches naturally take 
when working like this, but you may find yourself using a dilTerent approach 
to get the same elTect. It's the rhythm and repetition you find on your own that 
will be your preference. 

S9 
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LAZY FERN 

Pss!. Buddy. Wanna know a lazy way to work thai fern stitch? Lemme show you 
what the cool kids do. and no one will be the wiser. Similar to a fly stitch (which 
is usua.lIy isolated like little Aies buzzing around. instead of worked along a line 

in sequence), this lazy fern will mimic the other technique with almost identical 
results. Take your first stitch (1-2), and come up at 3. Instead of entering the 
fabric at the base as you normally would, enter across from 3 at 4. but don', pull 
all the way through ius! yet-leave some excess floss and keep illooped under 

the tip of your needle. Now bring your needle out at the base poi nt 5 (same hole 
as 2.) and tug your floss up under your needle as you pull the needle completely 
through. so it will be tacked down by your next stitch. If you work this by 
stabbing, your needle will come up at 5, inside the loop of floss, making the 
downward V. If you work this by sewing, as the diagram shows, you'll use your 
non-needle hand to pull the floss up under the exiting needle. shaping the V 
before pulling your needle all the way through. Try it, and see how much it 
looks like the traditional method for worki ng a fern stitch. I won't tell on you. 

HEY LITTLE STITCH , WHERE ARE YOU HEADED? A tJavelingstilch IS ooe that makes a jump to a 
new sp:lI when eXIling your fabnc (hke starting a new point In your design,;rwa>J from the last area you 
wor1<ed). lealllng a trail of f\oss behind ~ on the backside 01 your fabriC. ThIS IS also called a jump strtch. 
Seasoned need\eY.Qrkers often j,ke to aYOid any traveling sli\ches and take care while working a stitch 
to ooly go where a pre'o'lOUS stitch has IP!e before, fonowmg In Its footsteps. wtry1 Well, "your fabriC is 
light, the line of the Jump st itch may show through the front of your fabric, oependlng on haN dense or 
dark it is. I"m a grave Sinner 01 Jump stJtches and knots. I simply am not that fussy about the backside 
d my 'M.lfk, unless It is very transparent, Of a piece that will need to be ironed (which is when knots and 
lumps make themselves known on the front side). Many nee:!\e'wo,1(ers have told me CNef the years thaI 
they have been dlSCOOraged to take up st'tchmg by being expected to create a bClCkSIde "as beautiful as 
the front." Thafs a pretty tall order 10 meet, and shouldn't be a star.dard that gel5 In the way of learning, 

hailing fun, and enjoying embrOide.y But, if you'd I'ke to hide where your needle has traveled, simply 
foIlCm in the footsteps of)OOr last stitch. And "you're not that oothered, don't worry about '\ Mectian 
is to be admired and appreciated, but it's not a reqUiremenl for working In embroidery. The only 
requirement around here is that you enio'i)'OUr stitch,ng. 
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Satin Slitl:h: Stabbing Tuhlliqut; 
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Safill Outline 

Satill [nlillc 

_ SATIN STITCH 
TYPE: Filling / laid 
USED FDR: Covering an area with solidly worked stitches 

WHEN YOU WANT TO FILL in an area with solid lines, call upon your friend the 
satin stitch. Of course, you can use any stitch you choose to fill in an area, but this 
is the quickest way and it gives a variation oflexture from the other stitches. The 
shape of the area you are filling will determine the length of each stitch, and your 
stitches may be quite long. 

After making a stitch, don't exit next to where you just entered (2). Come up 
across from the last stitch (3), otherwise, you'll just get frustrated trying to make 
your stitches look close together and having only a few fibers to separate them. 
In other words, the back of your fabric will look the same as the front. Run your 
stitches diagonally, vertically, or horizontally across the space you are filling. 
Whatever floats your boat. Why is it called "satin stitch"? When all those nice, 
long stitches are finished side by side, they gleam with a satiny sheen. 

SATIN PADDED 

If you'd like to add some extra pop to your satin stitch to make it really sland 
up from the fabric, you can pad it first with randomly placed straight stitches. 
Simply work straight stitches in random fashion (this is also called "seeding~) 
over the area you will cover. Then work your satin stitches over them. 

SATI N OUTLINE 

It can be tricky to get the edge of a shape worked in satin stitches to look nice 
and even. If you want to put a finishing touch on an area worked in satin 
stitches, try outlining the shape with back stitches or split stitches (a different 
color will highlight the area nicely). It will be easier to do this after you've 
already worked your satin stitches, and not before-otherwise the tip of the 
needle might catch on the outlining stitches, which would be irksome. 

SATIN INLINE 

Another technique for giving an area extra depth is to first outline the shape in 
back or split stitches, and then work the satin stitches over the outline so the 
worked stitches are within the edge of the shape, to make the border pop up 
from your ground fabric. 



PWin Chain: Stabbing Tt~hniq~ 

~ CHAIN STITCHES 
CHAI N STITCH ES ARE A CATEGORY ALL TH EI R OWN. They can be used for 
outlining. borders. or filling, or to create flowers and raindrops or dangly jewels 
or dewdrops .... A chain stitch can be adapted to numerous variations creating 
countless effects. which makes it a good one to keep in your bag of stitchy tricks. 
It's not the fastest stitch to work (which is why I like split stitch so much: it works 
fast and looks like a tiny chain stitch) , but the versatility of chain stitches will give 
you many other options to play around with. 

TRADITIONAL CHAIN: SEWING TECHNIQUE 
A traditional chain stitch will have both points exiting from inside the previous 
loop, or link, in the chain. The sewing technique works most easily for this, and 
you will need your ground fabric to be loose enough on your hoop (if using one) 
to be pushed up with your finge rs, allowing the needle to make its simultaneous 
sewing-style entry and exit. Your stitches can be worked in any direction that 
feels comfortable to you, but I'm going to show this working downward along 
a vertical line. Come up at t and enter the fabric just next to or at the same point 
(2). without completely pulling your floss all the way through (leave excess floss). 
Now come up at 3, a small distance along your line (this will determine how long 
your ~li nk· is). Go ahead and pull the floss until it stops. See how it makes the 
first link? Next reinsert your needle at the same point as 3 (or just next to il). 
inside the link (4), and bring the lip of your needle out at 5. Stop! Don't pull 
your needle all the way through, but while it's in the sa me position as shown in 
the diagram. wrap your floss under the needle. making the next link (indicated 
by the dashed arrow). Now you can pull your needle all the way through , and 
ta daa! You are chain stitching. Note: make sure that you don't twist the loop 
before completing each link. (I mean, you can if you want to. but then you're 
working what's called a twlsted chain. Just so ya know.) Finish by securing the 
last link with a small stitch. 

PLAIN CHAIN: STABBING TECHNIQUE 
This is how 1 learned the chain stitch from my mother, who taught me a way 
that is not the traditional method (my very first lesson in embroidery was 
already bucking tradition--<ool!). This is the stabbing method for chain stitch 
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when worked on a hoop with a taut ground fabric (and can be used also to look 
like the traditional chain). 

Begin in the same way as a traditional chain (1-2), pulling through. but this 
time leaving just a little extra loop of floss (not as much excess as for the sewing 
technique). Now come up with your needle at the next point on your pattern 
line. catching the tip inside the loop h). and bringing it down. this time outside 
the link, but close to ). Repeat and enjoy. I like this type of chain because it 
looks more like a real. linked metal chain. bracelet. or necklace (hint, hint). I've 
included practice runs for both types of chain stitches on the practice sampler 
for you (see page 90). 

LINKED 

After you've worked a line of chain stitches. switch out a new color of floss. and 
go over them again with hidden stitches. in between each loop. You have now 
~linked· your chains in embroidery. Thai was easy (but looks so complicated)! 

ISOLATED 

So by now, you see that when working a chain stitch. you call keep the links 
going one after the other, or make them just one at a time, isolating them. 
To make a lone chain stitch, work it just as you would for a continuous chain. 
but return your needle to the fabric with a finishing stitch (4). If you elongate 
the link, you have a nice long. little teardrop shape. I see dewdrops, dangly 
diamonds. earrings. all crealed by deft use of this humble little chain variation. 
Here's what else you can do with it: 

LAZY DAISY 

A time·honored used of the isolated chain stitch: configuring them around a 
central cluster of French knots. sequins. or beads. Add a sim ple stem stitch, 
for what elsc-a stem! Jfyou don't have a pattern to follow (but plenty are 
provided on the transfers), an easy trick for keeping the petals even is to stitch 
each petal across from one another while working. in stead of side·by·side 
(which can end with crowding of the last one). Better yet: try alternating colors 
of the petals with two different colors of floss! You stitch me. you stitch me 
not. You stitch me ... 
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LAZY LOTUS 

A modern take on the lazy daisy for you! I offer you a lazy lotus. Simply invert 
three isolated chain stitches so the points are tips of your petals, intersperse 
them with French knots, and finish with green straight stitches. Create a 
flooting family of these lovely loti along the rippling stitches on the mahjong 
pattern. 

SCALLOPING CHA I N 

I've never seen this stitch in any other book. so I've boldly dubbed it myself. 
It's a neat little trick I use as a shortcut to make a dainty, scalloped edge. 
All you do is make the loop opening wider (1.2)and work the stitches side to 
side (5 comes out at 2) instead of top to bottom, as with a regular chain stitch. 
The thumb of the hand not holding the needle can slightly pull down and 
shape the noss where you want it before you come up at 3. The third stitch 
holds the dropped loop in place. Neat. huh? This stitch also makes a great 
border to frame the edge of a composition. Give it a try. 

MAG I C CHAIN (A.K.A. CHECKERED CHA I N) 

Ladies and gentlemen, pay no attention to this extra floss in my hand, but focus 
your eyes 011 the magic chain stitch! First, take two colors of floss you like and 
put them both on one needle (separate each down to three ply for each color, 
or work with a larger needle and a more open weave). Begin a chain stitch in 
sewing technique, simply keeping the second color of floss separated and oul of 
the way (I find thai holding it up and away in the middle·ta-pinkie fingers of my 
needle hand to be the easiest). Complete your first link and pull both colors of 
floss all the way though. Repeat. but begin your next link in the chain with the 
other color offloss, now keeping the previous color away from being worked. 
Make sense? It may take you a little bit of lime to make th is trick work, but isn'l 
that the way with magic? 
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~ BLANKET (YS. BUTTONHOLE) 
TH IS IS ONE OF THOSE STITCHES that will make you feel a wee bit smarter 
(or, just me?) for understanding how to do it. It seems confusing at first, but then 
you see how simple it really is. It can be worked as a stitch along an edge or on 
the surface of you r fabric. 

Many resources use the terms "blanket" and "buttonhole" interchangeably. 
This is probably because both are worked the same way. However, there actually 
is a difference to acknowledge: a blanket stitch is open (there are openings between 
the starting points of each stitch) , and the buttonhole is dosed (the stitches are 
worked right up next to each other, finishing the opening fo r a buttonhole). 

Blanket stitches are another playful stitch that you can easi ly modify and add 
to by varying the spaci ng or length ofyout sti tches and interspersing them with 
other stitches. 

TRADITIONAL BLANKET 
Look fami liar? We've all seen this stitch worked along the edge of a wool throw 
blanket, giving it a homey touch. Here's how it's done. Bring your needle up 
from behind the fabric's edge. at the outer tip of the corner. This is a good 
time to use a tail rather than a knot. so leave excess floss to weave and fin ish 
later. Re-insert your needle above and to the right of where your floss exited 
(2). Keeping the tip of the needle under the fabric's edge, and the excess floss 
also under the needle as it passes (important!). pull the needle all the way 
through. By keeping the needle on top of the excess floss, it holds the floss in 
place, causing it to trail behind, along the edge of the fabric. Repeat. 

SURFACE BLANKET 
You can also work this as a su rface stitch, exactly as above (keeping your 
needle on top of the fabr ic), or you can do it the simple, lazy way. I say it's 
okay. Just take a diagonal stitch (1-2) and when you come up at 3, pull the 
previous stitch down at a right angle and repeat along your pattern line. 
Looks exactly the same, and is a good cheat for you stabbing stitchers out 
there, like me. 
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Btankd: Fan 

CURVED AND FAN BLANKET 

A blanket slitch looks especially pretty along the edge of scalloped fabrics. Don't 
have a scalloped edge? Fake it! If you work a curvy line above a straight edge of 
fabric. no onc will pay any attention to the straight edge; all eyes'lt be on your 
pretty, curvy blanket stitches. 

Let's get crazy. And by · crazy· I mean like crazy quilters. Now that you know 

how to work a basic blanket stitch, let's turn it on its head and make a fan. This 
one sta rts off a lillIe funny, so I'll walk you through it. Exit the fabric at I and 
enter at z, making a single. long stitch. You'll be returning to the base point at z 
with each following stitch, entering in the same opening. Here's where it seems 
odd, because you're going to repeat what you just did in the same spots. Come 
up agai n at the same point as I (3) and return again to the same point as 2 (4). 
But hold upt Leave excess floss, and now come up inside the excess floss at 5. 
Return your needle to the base of the fan, and repeat. When you reach the end, 

secure with a small stitch. To give it even more of an appearance of a fan, add 
a few straight stitches to the central meeting point like dangly tassels. 

It can also be tricky creating a fan of even shape without guide marks that 
won't end up lopsided (like mine did). The sampler pattern includes an iron·on 
template you can use for evenly spacing out your stitches and making this fan. 
You're welcome. 
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~ OPEN CRETAN STITCH 
USED FO R: Borders 

,'M NOT GO I NG TO tiE TO YOU, This stitch took me a very long time to 
understand when I first learned it. But it was worth it, because it has a really 
unique, zig-zag fee l, The secret is in the placement of the entry and exit points 
and how they line up to one another. That wasn't so obvious to me every time 
I looked it up, until I worked it several times over, Phew! 

This is one diagram I ask that you study before you stitch it, Stare intently at 
it (but keep reading), J want you to notice that 3 exits directly above 2, vertically, 
See that? That's important. Okay. now I want you to note the horizontal position 
of 5's exit point to 3 (not the position of the numbers themselves. but where 
those stitches exit). The exit point for 5 is above the exit point for 3, and not 
directly across from it. See that? This gives an upward peak for that stitch, The 
next one will appear horizontally below, giving a downward peak, Another way 
of looking at this diagram: if you are familia r with the feat her stitch, turn the 
diagram 90 degrees clockwise, See? This is very much like a feather slitch with 
more deliberate. along-the-lines placement. Now, get your needle and floss 
ready-go over these instructions again with hoop in hand . I bet it will make 
better sense to you than it did me. 

Way ahead of me there? Wanna sew it? Okay, here's the open Cretan stitch 
working with the sewing technique. Notice how the floss is kept under your 
needle. To continue, your needle will work from the other direction. Most books 
don't include this continuing step. which left me with the impression that you 
worked the fi rst diagram over and over for this effect. Hey, I'm just a little slow on 
the uptake. okay? 
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French Knol: Steps I-J 

Fnnch KIWI; Sltp 4 

~ FRENCH KNOT 
USED FOR; Powckring. filling, acctnts, buds,jlow£r centers 

DON'T BE FOOLED. French knots are really easy-the trick is in explaining the 
technique. But once you get the hang of ii, you'll want French knots sprinkJed 
everywhere. This is my favorite decorative stitch. It's fun to do and makes for a nice 
detail that fills up an area quickly. How? Like this. 

STEP I: Pull the floss up through the fabric and hold it taut (I). Now, set the hoop 
in your lap or on your working surface. as you will be usi ng both hands for 
the next steps. 

STEP 2: Pinch the floss-say, half of its length-using the hand not holding the 
needle. Keep it taut. 

STEP 3: Wind the floss that's between your pinched fingers and the fabric 
once or twice around the needle (2). For ease, keep your need le in front of 
the floss and wind the floss in a counterclockwise motion toward you. Wind 
once for a small knot or twice for a bigger one. Three times if your floss is 
very fine. But you don't want to keep on winding it-then it becomes a 
bullion. 

STEP 4: With the strands wound tightly along your needle (don't let them go loose), 
partially reinsert the needle just next to where it exited the fabric (1), but (here'S 
the most important step!) before you push the needle through, pull the floss 
you've been holding with your non·needle hand so the tightly wound strands 
slide down the needle and make a little bundle against the fabric (4). Now 
push your needle completely through to finish. Voila! 

Whenever you see a little circle on a pattern, it typically indicates a French 
knot. Dot the ends of vines with these to make little flower buds, or use them 
here and there for a little nubby texture. 
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~ HERRINGBONE 
USED FOR: fWrders 

TH IS IS A TYPE 0 F CROSS-STITCH that works most easily with the sewing 
method. If you work it in the sewing method, you'll only be able to work it in one 
color of thread. Or, you can work it like a standard cross-stitch with the stabbing 
technique (one pass of diagonal stitches. then a second pass) with the same look, 
and take advantage of introducing a new color of thread with your second pass of 
stitches. Also, my illustration shows the crossed areas being really tiny, but yours 
don't have to be. Look at the sewing diagram for example, where the ends are 
wider apart (J-2). See? We're not overly concerned about that; it's an aesthetic 
decision, all up to you. 

To make this stitch , you'll follow along imaginary or visible guidelines. Come 
up at I , and then enter and exit the fabric simultaneously at 2 and 3. Your next 
stitch will enter and exit at 4 and 5. Notice your needle is working in the opposite 
direction (pulling to the left) while your slitches advance in the other direction. 
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~ SHEAF STITCH 
USED FOR: Powdering, accents 

TAKE TH REE LONG STITC HES and then bring them together with a small 

straight stitch, beginning inside the outer stitches, pulling them inward. for a 
tidy decorative sheaf (see the project on page 94). 

_ LEAF STITC H 

HERE'S ANOTH ER CROSS-STITCH VARIATION that's easy to work. It 's called 

a leaf stitch because (isn't it obvious?) it works perfectly to illustrate the veins of a 
leaf. The dashed outline on my diagram is there just as an example of a leaf-shaped 
pattern and how you might place the sti tches within that shape. You could also use 
this stitch to represent a plant, by lopping it ofT with a lazy daisy and putting 
some French knots at the tip of each outward extending stitch. Say, that sounds 
like combining stitches. Why, yes, it is! You can do very interesting things by 
combining stitches, so I've included a section on stitch combinations just fo r you. 
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MANY DECORATIVE COM BINATIONS WERE SPAWNED BY THE CRAZY-QU ILTI NG FAD. Quilting is 
almost a misnomer here, be<ause this Victorian hobby didn't involve any actual quilting-it was all about the 
crazy, elaborate embroidery stitches covering a patchwork bla nket of silks, satins, and velvets. Embroidery 
stitches in repeated combinations were used heavily all over, creating jaw-dropping displays of embellishment. 

Here are some stitch combinations inspired by crazy quilts as well as some new combos [ created for yOll to 
try. I'm sure you'll see other ways you can add to and embellish these combos as you work with them, which is 
precisely the idea! Again, this is just a teeny tiny sam pling of possible combos to get you thinking, and starting 
points for building your own. Check the resources sections where I've listed some books that are nothing but 
stitch combinations of endless varieties! 

~ CROSS + FRENCH KNOTS AND CROSS + HIDDEN 
Let's start with two very simple combos that make a quick and easy border. For each, work your cross-stitches 
first, then you']] take a second pass in French knots or the hidden stitch (try a difTcreJlt color!). For the hidden 
stitch, include a stitch that passes over the center of each X. 

Cross + Funch Knots 

; OPEN CRETAN STACKED + FRENCH KNOTS 
Stagger two rows of open Cretan stitches and accent every other outward point with a French knot. Easy to do, 
and looks mighty impressive! 



§ LAZY LOTUS + { BRI CK} RIPPLE 
Work the ripple stitch in two different shades of blue along a wavy line. Decorate each curve with a lotus, 
alternating sides, and you have lovely blooms in a rippling stream . 

• SHEAF + FRENCH KNOTS + HIDDEN 
The sheaf stitch is so quick and easy to work to great effect. Just dOl the ends with another color of French 
knots, in tersperse each sheaf with cross-stitches, and finish with hidden stitches 10 crcate a dramatic border. 

- STEM + STRAIGHT + FRENCH KNOTS + CROSS 
Jt's just so easy to make £lowers from stitches. Some simple stems, some straight stitches (or lazy daisy) for 
quick petals. French knots at the tips, and some upward shoots of greenery make it all 100 easy. A little X 
appedrs in bem'een repeats of the pattern for an extra bit of color. 

7S 



~ BLANKET {FAN} + FRENCH KNOTS + STRAIGHT 
Ooh, look what you can do with that curved blanket stitch as a fan! Alternate up and down and add straight 
stitches and French knots for a playful row of dancing, tasseled fans! 

~ HERRINGBONE + HIDDEN + FRENCH KNOTS + LAZY DAISY 
This is a modified herringbone stitch (notice how every other one ~d i sappears"?). Work these stitches first and 
then pass over with a hidden stitch (again, grab a new color!). Top off with a few lazy daisies. 1 can already hear 
you thinking of new things you can do with this .. 

~ BLANKET { CURVED} + FRENCH KNOTS + LAZY DAISY {SURFACE STITCH} 

I think this combination looks like a candelabra, don't you? ]fworking a curved blanket slitch along an edge, of 
course you'll have to leave those lazy daisy stitches ofT. But this combo can be worked just as easily as a surface 
blanket stitch, which means you can add those extra stitches below the design (version shown). 
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